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ABSTRACT 

The equilibrium properties of several Tokamak Reactor 

Designs are analyzed and compared for varying pressure and 

current profiles using the Princeton Equilibrium Code. It 

is found that the UWMAK configuration has a broader range of 

equilibria than the Princeton Reference Design 

conf1guration, but that the Rafety factor on axis is less 

than unity for peaked current distributions. The Argonne 

~xperimental Power Reactor has a satisfactory range of 

equilibria, but a means of limiting or diverting the plasma 

has not yet been proposed, and this may substantially change 

the results obtained. 

*Presented at the Sixth Symposium on Engineering Problems of 
Fusion Research, 18-:-21 November 197 5, San Diego,. California. 
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We describe a study of the WID equilibrium properties 

of several proposed Fusion Reactor Designs, namely the -. 

Princeton Reference Design (PRD)l, UWMAK12 and UWMAK23 • In 

addition we have investigated equilibria for the Argonne 

Experimental Power 
. 4 
Reactor (EPR). This research was 

generated by our initial inability to find an equilibrium 

configuration for the PRD. In the course of understanding 

this difficulty we were led to investigate the equilibrium 

properties of the other designs listed above. 

The vehicle used in this study was the ~rincetnn 

5 Equilibrium Code . This code solves 

Vp = J X B (1) 

in the plasma and surrounding. vacuum, subject to boundary 

conditions generated by external coils. Defining the 

poloidal magnetic flux ~ in the usual manner, 

(2) 

and substituting in ( 1), we obtaj,n the well known MHD 

equilibrium equation for the plasma and vacuum, 

1 a~ a 2~ 
---+~= 

x ax az 
-4~2cx2 QE + R2g dg). 

d~ d~ 

= -2~XJcp 

(3) 

• 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate System. 

• The peloidal magnetic flux is solved as a function of X and 

z (see Fig. 1) for prescribed pressure and toroidal field 

function profiles, 

and 
(4) 

' 

where the subscript ~ denotes values at the limiting plasma 

• surface - limiter or separatrix - and m denotes values at 

the magnetic axis. The boundary flux on an arbitrary region 

of space is obtained as a Greents function solution of the 
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external coil and plasma currents, where we iterate·on (3) 

until the internal and boundary fluxes have converged. The 

actual Green's function procedure is that described by 
. 6 

von Hagenow • 

To obtain ·a solution for a particular design case, we 

must specify the vacuum toroidal field, the external coil 

and plasma ... currents, the pressu.re at the magnetic axis, and 

the exponents a and 6 in equations (4): g is calculated to 
m 

match the given plasma current. a, 6 =1 gives an unrealistic 

current profile that is almost proportional to the major 

radius. This can be seen in Fig. 2 which sh6ws an 

equilibrium solution for UWMAK1 with associated current and 

pressure p~ofiles, and the local interchange st~bility 

t
. 7 proper 1es · -=- the toroidal axis in this and subsequent 

Figures is 'on the left. As we increase a and ·6, the 

toroidal cu'rrent becomes increasingly peaked about the 

magnetic a~is (Figs. 3,4,5), with a,B = oo corresponding to 

the line current solution which was the basis for three of 

the designs ·considered; UWMAK2 being the exception. a=(3=2 

corresponds approximately to a parabolic current 

distribution and thus realistic- values of a and B WO'!lld seem 

to lie in the region of 1.5 to 2.0. The A:rgonne EPR series 

(Fig. 5) has the limiters used in the calculat:i.on 

superimpose~. on the contours of poloidal magnetiq flux. 

These are not limiters given in. the original design, but 

were added tq define the plasma :boundary for the code. In 

• 

• 
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Fig. 4, the PRD wall is superimposed on the contours of flux 

and is the line that cuts the flux surfaces. 

Solutions for the PRD were obtained with a slight 

modification of the vertical field in the region of the 

separatrix X-point, and are shown in Fig. 6 for various 

values of a, 8 and the vacuum vertical field. A vertical 

field ratio of one is the given design point. If the 

vertical field is too strong, the plasma is driven to the 

inner wall; and if it is too weak, the plasma will drift out 

and find an equilibrium against th~ outer wall. In between, 

there is an acceptable region where the plasma limits on the 

• 
separatrix, or in the . case of the Argonne EPR, on a 

horizontal limiter rail at the specified minor radius of 

• 2.1 m. This method of limiting the plasma corresponds to an 

ideal gas blanket. Solutions for the PRD do not exist for 

a,B >1.5, and below that, the sensitivity to changes in the 

vertical field is too great to make the design acceptable 

without some revisions. By way of c·ontrast, UWMAK1 and 

UWHAK2 are very insensitive to changes in t.he vertical field 

for all values of a,S as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, but are 

limited by the safety factor q, defined as 

"1 
q = (5) 

• in the vicinity of the magnetic axis. As the plasma current 

peaks on axis, that is as a and 6 increase, the safety 
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factor decrea-ses until it passes through unity on ax.is with 

a resultant local loss of MHD stability. The Argonne EPR 

has a smaller range in a,B as shown in Fig. 9 but can 

actually withstand more peaked current distributions than 

the mVMAKs up to a, B = 2, before the safety factor on axis 

reaches unity. A comparison· of the four designs without q 

limits is shown in Fig. 10. 

For each of the designs ~onsidered, the plasma 

pressure at the magnetic axis was held constant as we varied 

a, B and the vertical field. Consequently, as a. tncreases, 

the volume averaged pressure decreases as the pressure 

profile peaks on axis. Since the total plasma current is 

maintained constant, it follows that the averag~ peloidal 

beta is decreasing as a increases, where the peloidal beta 

is defined as the volume averaged plasma pressure over the 

average polodial field 

boundary, 

pressure at the outer plasma 

2 -1 = p < B > 
8 9. 

(6) 

In terms o£ a reactor design where we want beta polpidal as 

large as possible, this is a more useful parameter for 

normalizing our results than the pressure on axis. :When we 

do this, we,find the previous results are optimistic for two 

reasons. Firstly, to increase beta peloidal for a given a. 

we have to increase the pressure. at the magnetic axis. This 

•· 

' 
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reduces the equilibrium window above a,B = 1 by reducing the 

spread in vertical field for acceptable solutions. A second 

consequence of increasing the axis pressure is that the 

current profile is further peaked, driving q < 1 at even 

lower values of a, B, again reducing the equilibrium window. 

This is demonstrated in Fig. 11 which shows the sensitivity.· 

of UWMAK2 at constant beta peloidal, as opposed to Fig. 7 

which is for constant pressure at the magnetic axis. It can 

be seen . that the most significant change is the further 

restriction on the profiles imposed by the q limit, due to 

the more highly peaked current prof.iles. Two further points 

that are not illustrated here, are that increasing the 

pressure on axis eventually drives reversed currents in the 

plasma, and also alters the interchange stability properties 

of thP. P.C].lli U.hri.a. However, within their respective 

equilibrium regions, all the designs were 

stable. 

interchange 

In order to explain the 

limited solutions for the PRD, we 

small band of separatrix 

generated the teardrop 

plasma shape with a large current coil on the midplane near 

the axis of the machine (PRDX). Fig. 10 shows that this 

resulted in a much broader range of acceptable solutions, 

suggesting that the problem is not the teardrop plasma 

shape, but rather the "freedom of motionn of the separatrix 

surface and x-point. No effort was made to optimize the 

relative strengths of the coil currents which accounts for 

the slight-J different behavior in this case. The 
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noncentered solutions are small nonphysical equilibria 

jammed up against the divertor coil. In the PRD the 

separatrix surface moves as the plasma moves, whereas in the 

UWMAKs, the large current divertor coils fix the location of 

the x-point in their vicinity. The destruction of the PRD 

magnetic topology is shown in Fig. 13, which is a series of 

flux plots generated by a line current plasma, where the 

cP.nter figure is the design point. The horizontal-series 

shows the effect on the separatrix surface of moving the 

magnetic axis in the midplane from outside the design point 

(left) to inside, and the vertical series shows the effect 

of changing the vertical field from weaker than design (top) 

to stronger. If the vertical field necessary for 

equilibrium at 

single x-point 

toroidal axis. 

the desired major radius is too weak, the 

can separate and become a line near the 

Also if the plasma drifts out, the 

separatrix can break and reform in a figure eight around the 

vertical field coils. In both cases, the confining magnetic 

topology is totally disruPted. It should be noted that the 

x-point moves almost as far as the magnetic axis, so that 

with this freedom, the separatrix surface readily r~ns· into 

a wall. In attempting to find equilibrium solutiqns one 

both moves the plasma and varies the vertical field -at the 

same time, which in the case of the PRD can easily ;disrupt 

the magnetic topology. By way of contrast Fig. 14 shows the 

same series for the teardrop plasma driven by the large 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

·-
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. di vertor coil. In this case, the separatrix always closes 

around the plasma, usually inside the wall, and the x-point 

hardly moves. 

In conclusion, the UWMAK configuration seems to offer 

the best hope for a reactor design, provided that the safety 

factor at the magnet~c axis can be increased. The elongated 

UWMAK3 should help alleviate this problem. The PRD plasma 

configuration would seem to require some redesign with 

perhaps a feedback system, before satisfactory equilibria 

can be obtained. It is stressed th~ t the conf.igura tion with 

the large coil on the midplane is not a design suggestion; 

but rather, was a mean~ of isolating the problems of the 

original ·design configuration. The Argonne EPR which was 

designed without a divertor, seems to have a sufficiently 

wide range of equilibria, but the problem of limiting or 

diverting the plasma has not yet been addressed, and as this 

and other studies have shown, the limiting plasma surface 

plays a critical role in determining ·the equilibrium 

properties. 
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Fig. 14. Hagnetic Topo l ogy of PRDX. 
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